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Title word cross-reference

$150$ [1852]. 3 [1862]. N [24]. O$_2$ [226].
$p 	imes 64$ [164].

-Fold [24].


3.0 [1650]. 3D [1689, 331, 458]. 4 [439]. 400 [918]. 47s [1833].

5 [582]. 50th [980].

'89 [26].

'90s [1203]. '92 [39]. '95 [779]. '96 [965].

9X [398, 399, 397].

= [1396, 186].

Access
[736, 1070, 1454, 1326, 234, 1459, 11, 1520, 1721, 1513, 1591, 1518, 205, 475, 826, 1146].
Accessing [1512]. Accountability [222, 375].
Adam [1778]. Adaptability [1141].
Adapting [1687]. Adaptive [657, 1199, 1397, 1543]. added [984, 1697].
Addendum [1870]. Additive [1505]. Adding [1568, 616, 532]. Additional [289].
address [1605]. addressing [698, 1782].
adds [1587, 1418]. Adequacy [262].
adopting [1139]. adoption [253, 304, 1711].
Age [1059, 1285, 1811, 279, 1606, 636].
Agency [898]. Agenda [27, 263, 72]. Agent [685, 842, 1753]. agent-based [1753].
Anchoring [1162]. Andrew [1188, 1189].
Animal [565]. Animation [1858, 1046, 1101, 458]. anniversary [980].
annotations [560]. Announcing [763]. Annual [274, 80, 71, 52, 401]. Anonymity [1177].
Anytime [1341]. anyway [1508]. Anywhere [1341]. Apache [1772].
Apartness [612]. Application [498, 54, 1426, 880, 1897, 1395].
Applications [1160, 939, 937, 940, 943, 795, 938, 270, 1301, 926, 634, 1383, 627, 1595, 875, 890, 1567, 1402].

Designing [1140, 875, 890, 563, 533, 1322, 254, 1894, 474, 884, 880, 888, 619, 882, 854].

Designs [728, 93]. Desktop [686].
desktops [1466]. Detecting [260, 1202]. detection [1870, 1840, 1841].


Development [1090, 1598, 1385, 999, 1389, 970, 156, 837, 714, 579, 1451, 373, 987, 1704, 1630, 1414, 1399, 740, 1459, 1898, 1617, 727, 1403, 361, 801, 178, 459, 1411, 301, 1769, 1820, 572, 1709, 1727, 850, 61, 1529].


Dextrous [617, 615].


Discourse [1527, 754, 472].


discuss [1205]. Disease [1350]. Disinformation [1149]. Disorders [1351].

distributed-memory [354]. Distributing [1032]. distribution [1461, 1619].
disturbance [201]. Disturbances [1356].

Diversity [769, 1796]. divisive [1808]. divorce [1621, 1932]. Do [1467, 142].

DOCASE [564]. Doctorates [135, 1387, 1673]. Doctrine [553, 600].

Document [1597, 814, 1386, 240].

Documentation [191]. Documents [1705, 1516].

DoD [651]. Does [736, 1293, 583, 1680, 1827, 1624].

Doesn’t [1112]. dollars [1611]. domain [1402, 1895].

domain-specific [1402]. Domains [1426].


Downs [1267, 455]. Dragging [1116].

Drawings [1101, 383]. Dream [1098, 1053, 1082, 170]. drive [1636].

Driving [1049, 1939, 318]. Dropouts [1287].

DSP [1557]. DSS [1923, 1557]. Duly [1850].


Dynabook [291]. Dynamic [893, 20, 1300, 1303, 1302, 1538].
dynamically [1376]. dynamics [608].

e-commerce [1876, 1889, 1753, 1745].

E-education [1658]. E-Guide [1089, 983].

Early [1427, 979]. Earnin [1831]. ease [1798].

East [350]. Easy [912, 1233]. EC [40, 88, 68, 39].

Ecash [1064]. Eckert [896].

Economic [111]. economics [1740, 1877, 1609, 1614].

EDGAR [1591]. edge [1770]. edged [1847].

Learner-Centered

K-12 [488]. K12 [543]. Kansas [1284].

Kasparov [1086, 1343, 1344]. Katz [1040].

kbit [164]. kbit/s [164]. KDD [1153].

keeps [1206]. Key [1005, 1004, 1286, 1022, 1007, 1365, 1058, 1006]. Keyboard [1227].

keystroke [19]. Kicking [1116].

Kicking-and-Screaming [1116]. kid [1734].

Kids [1024, 849]. KidSim [681]. kits [527].

Kiwis [1016]. Know [1112, 266, 1638].

Knowledge [78, 1919, 1332, 1269, 1362, 1152, 1153, 599, 526, 1914, 1705, 626, 335, 815, 1158, 933, 1910, 1023, 369, 352, 176, 18, 370, 1913, 1709, 472, 200, 1539, 574].

Knowledge-Based [599, 626, 526, 815, 176, 370, 200].

knowledge-building [472].

Labelling [1182]. LabNetwork [471].

laboratories [480]. Laboratory [331].

Landmark [1093]. landscape [1792].


Language-Independent [745]. Languages [843, 519, 69, 285, 1542, 49, 379].

Laptop [1462, 1457]. Laptops [1602].

Large [933, 242, 1399, 1443, 273, 620].

Large-Scale [933]. LaSSIE [176]. last [577]. latencies [19].

Latest [1123]. Latter [1203].

Launching [450]. Laurence [819]. Law [1255, 1184, 224, 280, 873, 780, 1507].

Laws [1850, 637]. Lawsuits [44, 360]. Lax [723].

Lead [1001, 1767]. leadership [1772].

leading [1205]. Leaking [1050]. Leap [338].


Learns [685, 209]. Lebanon [1717].

Lecture [741, 1052, 724, 426, 1053]. LEDA [774].

Legacy [1690, 1301, 651, 1755, 1555, 654, 653]. Legal [1165, 956, 729, 1475, 946, 1584].

Legally [1679, 114, 76, 224, 183, 148, 280, 553, 420, 455, 600, 746, 694, 806, 873, 968, 1165, 1075, 1297, 1624, 1871, 1696].

Legion [1194].

legitimacy [1551]. LEGOS [1888]. lemma [453].

Length [244, 246, 247, 245, 2, 63].


Letter [56, 948, 87, 234, 386, 913, 965, 466, 137, 779].

Letters [57, 326]. Level [1079, 604, 179].

leverage [216]. Lexical [934]. Lexicons [973].

Liability [1850, 420, 1369].

Liberal [1175]. Librarie [1525]. Libraries [792, 807, 814, 829, 806, 828, 94, 1667, 1511, 1507, 830].

Library [1367, 827, 825, 1192, 808, 821, 824, 823, 1768, 1328, 818, 1510, 1521, 1519, 827, 820, 826, 822].

License [1474]. licensed [1391, 1624].

Licensing [1810, 1888, 1933, 736, 1767].

lies [1833].

Life [1094, 199, 206, 1025, 485, 945, 1401, 98, 348, 1547, 1855].

Life-long [1855].

Lifelike [945].

Light [431]. Likelihood [107].

Limiting [1850]. Limits [1888, 1240, 1501, 459].

line [984, 1620, 119, 105, 109, 1757].

Linear [1180, 155].

Linguistic [1057]. link [1593].

linking [605].

Links [236, 837, 419, 1376, 1596].

LinkWinds [642].

Linux [1850, 1770]. LISP [210, 218, 217, 1304, 214, 215, 212].

LispView [216].

List [763, 1238]. Lists [62].

Lit [598].

Literacy [1113, 1514].

Literate [1950, 33].

Literature [817, 768].

Litigation [929].

Little [835]. live [1328].


Multicast [7, 1030, 700, 699]. multidisciplinary [1876]. Multifarious [6].
Multimodal [1879, 1921]. multiparty [1544]. Multiple [162, 1111, 1548].
Multiplicative [1178]. Multiprocessor [436, 81, 1125]. multiprocessors [8, 1125].
Needs [1357, 865, 1561, 1687, 1773].
Negative [1327]. neglected [895].
notegate [1377]. negotiation [1547, 1747].
Neidorf [150]. Neil [1375]. nerve [219].
Networks [795, 1378, 169, 1259, 788, 987, 1133, 1083, 634, 58, 635, 1821, 1515, 789, 1914, 798, 288, 1550, 128, 796, 550, 7, 475, 633, 1712, 786, 603, 785, 782, 632].
Neural [635, 634, 1914, 633, 632]. Never [1297].
Next-Generation [229, 225]. NeXTstep

TD [800]. TD-Gammon [800]. Teach [567, 1822]. Teaching [482, 1876, 3, 153, 1111, 960, 685, 1409, 828].
team [1879, 1671, 574]. Teams [102, 981, 576, 573, 1878, 572, 575].

TeamWorkStation [252]. Techies [757].

Technetronic [467]. Technical [1755, 804, 719, 311, 1324, 792, 538, 1584, 1474, 1692, 791, 566, 1171, 812, 1014, 1728, 776, 347, 844, 430, 1674, 1309, 54, 534, 1711, 1364, 1827, 1504, 1804, 1903, 777, 378, 397, 1339, 1884, 325, 621, 1289, 605, 1391, 393, 575].

Technique [24, 728, 584]. Techniques [1759, 317, 1124, 371]. Technological [1433, 432].

Technologies [1850, 1164, 736, 367, 1075, 472, 1169, 1597, 593, 1791, 444, 630, 1792, 1264, 773].


Telecom [1832]. Telecommunications [925, 1255, 780, 279, 609, 548, 320, 543, 1824].

telecommunications-use [1824].

Teledemocracy [1938]. telephone [74, 1712]. telepresence [1556].

Telepresentations [1285]. Teleputer [89].


Tenth [1174]. Teraflop [351]. Term [1094, 697, 868, 389, 1578]. terminology [1728].


Therapy [1353]. there [1804]. They’re [729]. Think [1696, 852]. Thinking [1509, 1432, 1389, 1784, 1865, 1620, 1484, 1327, 463]. Third [909, 1801]. third-party [1801]. Thoughts [1086, 448]. threat [1679].

Three [730, 1598, 1333, 23, 187, 1688].

three-faceted [1688]. Tiger [756, 1245].

Time [351, 1332, 1216, 1111, 1200, 741, 155, 218, 1858, 1860, 201, 177, 616, 1492, 948, 1540, 125, 1568, 202, 1878, 200, 1895].

time-based [240]. Times [833, 1662, 1449].

Timing [1202]. Tiny [639]. Tip [1203].

Title [1474, 1948]. TODAES [984]. Today [1192, 26, 1586]. Together [421, 690].

Token [6]. tolerance [1761]. Tolerant [1200, 1030, 145, 1143]. TOMACS [1415].

Tomorrow [1192, 1231, 675, 1235, 1586].

Tomorrows [26]. Tool [1028, 732, 304].

toolbox [1783, 507, 619]. toolkit [1743, 1032].

Tools [476, 156, 902, 159, 623, 542, 1554, 1147, 1618, 480, 1668, 1912, 308, 773].

Toolsmith [1009]. Top [872, 1783]. Total [165, 1480].

Totem [1030]. tour [393]. Touring [425].

Toys [1109]. TQM [575]. traceability [1687, 1685]. tracking [1684].

Track [1039, 1092, 1470, 1558, 1906, 1370, 1416, 1434, 1452, 1487, 1506, 1532, 1577, 1604, 1622, 1642, 1659, 1677, 1694, 1713, 1730, 1763, 1787, 1807, 1830, 1849, 1868, 1887, 1927].

Tracking [525, 697, 1417]. Tractor [649].

Trade [929, 1560]. trade-offs [1560].

Trading [352, 1754]. tradition [1422].

Traditional [110]. Traffic [1869, 787, 1827].

Training [927, 864, 865, 1880, 866, 1879, 1883, 1669, 867, 869, 1142, 577, 1882, 1878].

Transaction [118]. Transactions
1209, 1034, 1719. Transatlantic [498].
transclusion [877]. Transfer
[1122, 1120, 367, 1119, 1118, 1117, 1064].
Transformation [1270, 428].
Transforming [1379, 900]. Transis [1031].
Transition [999, 1216]. Translation
[514, 49, 438]. Translations [907].
Transportation [270]. travel [1560].
Treating [1356]. Tree [621, 2, 7, 271, 336].
Trees [62, 384]. Trellis [93]. Trends
[993, 1072, 1501]. Trial [1170]. trials [1584].
tribulations [1584]. Tribute
[1682, 405, 896]. trip [478]. Trojan [1885].
trouble [1410]. Troubleshooting [790].
Trust [1831, 385, 1032, 1837, 1781, 1727].
TRUSTe [1723]. Trusted [345, 1842].
trustworthy [1675]. truths [1716, 1678].
tug [1889]. tug-of-war [1889]. Turbulent
[833]. Turing
[1052, 724, 426, 1053, 670, 741]. Turning
[1895, 93]. Turnover [281]. Tutoring
[1020]. TV [794]. Two
[983, 1295, 13, 184, 1079, 1078, 408, 1435].
Two-Level [1079]. type [1692]. Types
[1179, 1082, 230]. typical [1483].
Typographic [48]. Typology [362].

U [1422]. U.S [284]. U.S.
[483, 1059, 1815, 182, 1176, 1168, 1250].
UART [1757]. Ubiquitous
[926, 529, 1457, 1460]. UC [822]. UCLA
[274, 52]. Ugly [1266, 1716, 1678]. UI [459].
UIs [461]. UK [762]. Ultimately [1203].
Ultra [775]. Ultra-Structure [775].
Ultraceputers [351]. ultrahigh [586].
UML [1892, 1897, 1893, 1894, 1895].
UMLoquent [1896]. Unbounded [1179].
Uncertainties [1166]. Uncertainty
[54, 112]. Uncle [290]. Unconsummated
[1390]. unconventional [1780].
Undergraduate [394, 1054]. Underlying
[829]. underpinnings [547].
Understanding [145, 1794, 91, 376, 655].
Unconsummated [1390]. unconventional [1780].
Undergraduate [394, 1054]. Underlying
[829]. underpinnings [547].
Understanding [145, 1794, 91, 376, 655].
Unexpected [181].
unified [877, 1655]. Unifying [91, 1539].
Union [568]. Unique [1810]. Unit [436].
unite [182, 1562]. United [150]. Units
[1269]. Universal [1255, 1459]. universally
[1082]. Universe [1427]. Universität
[1948]. Universities [533]. University
[1380, 1928, 1120, 1277, 721, 1043, 825, 1948].
UNIX [126, 1771].
unknown [1731]. Unraveling [910].
unwanted [1502]. Update [1089, 256, 1641].
Updating [360]. Upgrade [1309]. upon
[1377]. Ups [1267, 455]. URL [1273].
Usability
[1733, 1803, 1797, 1801, 1796, 1802, 644].
usable [134]. USACM [1414]. Usage
[970, 52, 274]. Use
[1360, 953, 1004, 1168, 284, 1084, 1233].
553, 600, 694, 977, 747, 607, 1392, 1824].
used [1147, 1942]. Useful [1153, 134].
Usenet [1262]. User
[840, 864, 506, 817, 1330, 456, 865, 110, 1706].
1072, 955, 1004, 1168, 869, 1800, 1634].
1618, 595, 1683, 460, 318, 1528, 411, 1527].
User-Centered [817, 1330, 1618].
user-interface [1528]. user-tailored [318].
Users [1935, 1636, 604, 1551, 1377, 514].
Uses [162, 1866]. ushers [980]. Using
[442, 1822, 453, 840, 1570, 1362, 414, 1592].
654, 1087, 464, 1448, 458, 919, 1102, 1337].
1104, 317, 522, 1322, 1862, 698, 178, 1894].
1901, 657, 502, 1913, 504, 549, 1895, 1743].
1605, 1566, 1463]. utilities [126].

Vadis [1775]. Validation [586]. Value
[1418, 1697, 848, 1587, 1206, 830].
Value-added [1697]. Values [50, 959, 197].
Vanderbilt [1113]. Variable
[244, 246, 247, 245, 63]. variable-length
[63]. variance [204]. variety [1082]. VAX
[435]. VDM [178]. vector [585]. vehicles
[202]. vendor [308]. Verdict [729].
Verification [1186]. verify [1837]. Versus
[914]. Very [311, 85]. Via [1873, 477].
Victory [1093]. Video
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[1510, 1194, 1813, 1511]. worry [1929].


Y2K [1788, 1626, 1850, 1943, 1725, 1872, 1641, 1828, 1805, 1875]. Yaksha [1008].
Yin [1530]. Yu [326].

Zealand [1016]. zone [813].
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